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Suggested answers to case study questions: Andrew James Pike and Deep 
Builders Limited 
 

Andrew Pike has now been medically examined by Mr Higgins, but the report was not wholly 

conclusive as further investigations need undertaking. Proceedings have now been issued 

and a defence and counterclaim filed by Deep Builders Limited. The case has been 

allocated to the multi-track and directions set for the action. At the time of completing the 

directions questionnaire, the claimant’s solicitor made an application for an interim payment.  

The directions set at the CMC have not yet been complied with by either party as the 

timetable set by the court has not yet started. Shortly after the interim payment application, 

the defendant made a valid CPR36 offer of £20,000. A copy of the letter appears in your 

online resources. You have telephoned your client to inform him of the offer and that you 

will be writing to him about the offer. 

 
Question 1: At this particular stage in the action consider what advice you would give to 
Andrew Pike on the timing of the offer? Consult the ‘litigation train’ both in the book and 
online to help you contextualise where we are in the litigation. 
 

In this case, the lack of independent witnesses and the possibility of contributory 
negligence suggest that your client could not safely disregard the offer. However, it might 
be premature to accept it at this stage given that you have not yet had disclosure and 
have not exchanged witness statements and medical reports. Also, your client’s 
symptoms have not yet stabilised (see the medical report). 
 
Therefore the timing of this Part 36 offer makes it particularly difficult for both you and your 
client as to whether it should be accepted or rejected. Do not be worried by this as in 
practice these types of situations arise all the time. It is not your decision here; it is the 
client’s. Be sure therefore to cover your back by highlighting in the letter to Mr Pike that 
you are to draft that it is a difficult decision for him to make and there are risks involved if 
he accepts or rejects it and explain those risks. Remember that you can always make a 
counter Part 36 Offer. 
 
 
Question 2: Please consider the contents of the defendant’s Part 36 offer letter and draft 

a letter to Andrew Pike on the timing of the offer made by the defendant.  
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Any offer by the defendant must comply with CPR Part 36.5. 
 
The letter to your client following the offer should not be over-complicated but it should 
leave your client in no doubt of the potential consequences of failing to accept the offer. 
The letter needs to explain what the offer means to him (but not in technical terms). 
Consider when writing your letter how much the clients needs to know to enable him to 
make up his own mind whether to accept or reject the sum offered.  
 
 
It must be assumed that most competent Defendants will make an offer as soon as they 
are in a position to do so. Remember that if your client rejects the offer and fails to ‘beat 
the sum of the offer’ at trial he is going to go home and look at your letter to see whether 
the firm can be sued for negligence. 
 
This case, which is a relatively large claim, involves a number of factors that make it more 
difficult to value the claim. It might be prudent to seek counsel’s advice, perhaps by 
arranging a conference with counsel that the client can attend. Counsel can then advise 
the client directly and also get the chance to assess whether the client would make a 
convincing witness. This may affect the advice he/she gives. This must be done quickly as 
you may only have 21 days to work with to be sure of recovering most of AJP’s 
reasonable legal costs and disbursements although you may seek an extension from the 
Defendant. The Defendant may not be inclined to give one!  
 
Read a copy of the letter to Andrew Pike advising on the Part 36 offer. 
 
<Q2 answer letter> 
 
 

http://fdslive.oup.com/www.oup.com/orc/resources/law/lpc/civillit16_17/lecturer/case_materials/ch15/andrew_letter_ch15.pdf

